Introduction
Fox Renderfarm Desktop Client is a one-stop batch drag and drop submission cloud
rendering client. The client is able to automatically analyze, upload, render and download
the task. The client perfectly supports all kinds of paths and able to automatically locate
and upload all the related assets such as textures, references and caches. The client fully
supports main CG software (Maya & 3ds Max), renderers and plugins. Automatic
compression, multi-thread upload and download, as well as rendering task priority
adjustment are also supported. The user can set up priority frames rendering function in
order to have an advance preview on the rendered frames for effect verification purpose.
The project management approach in the client enables the user to freely set up download
directory for each individual project and the scene files on Fox Renderfarm cloud storage
is closely matched to the user's own directory structure. For cost calculation, the client has
automatic rendering cost calculation, for the failed task, there will be no charge incurred.

Description
The download link for Fox Renderfarm Desktop Client is available on our official website
(http://www.foxrenderfarm.com/download.html).

Login
Registered user can enter the correct user name and password, then select the chosen
render platform and sign in. For the unregistered user, please sign up, complete the
registration process and then sign in.

In the top right corner of the login interface, there are 3 language options that the user can
choose: English, Chinese, and Japanese.

Interface

At the top of the interface, the VIP level and user name of the current account are displayed,
where the user can change the password, obtain the render billing detail and log out from
the account.

At the top right corner of the interface shows the current account balance with detailed
balance in different recharged currencies — USD, CNY, EUR, and GBP.
Click “Recharge” button to recharge the current account balance.

Part ➀
The taskbar is divided into several tabs: Analysis List, My Uploads, Render Tasks and My
Downloads.


Analysis List
o Project
Corresponds to the project to which the task belongs
o

Scene Name
Corresponds to the name of the scene under the project

o

Start Time
Corresponds to the time at which the task begins to analyze

o

Analysis Status
Corresponds to the analysis state of the task

o

Operation
Shows the handling of the current task

Right-click on the current task, the user can perform several operations such as Render
Setting, Submit, Force to Submit, Start Analyzing, Fast Analyzing, Stop Analyzing, Analyze
Again, Delete Task, Batch Parameter Setting and Copy Render Command.
When the file has been analyzed, a prompt with negligible warning will appear, the user
can right-click on the task to re-analyze and delete the task.

When the file has been analyzed and the prompt shows that analysis is done, the user can
right-click on the task to set the parameters in render setting, submit, force submit, reanalyze and delete the task, as well as set the batch parameter setting or copy the render
command.

When multiple files have been analyzed and the prompt shows that analysis is done,
waiting to submit or set parameters, the user can select multiple tasks and right-click to set
the parameters in render setting, submit, force submit, re-analyze and delete the task, as
well as set the batch parameter setting.

When the file is analyzing or has an error in analysis, right-click on the task to stop the
analysis, delete the task and copy the render command.

Drag and drop the files that need to be rendered to the client, configure the corresponding
project parameters and plugins for the file. The file will first be analyzed in the Analysis List
tab and generate the corresponding task number (when there are multiple files in the list
to be analyzed, the client will analyze each file one by one). If the file is normal, the analysis
status column will appear the real-time analysis status, the operation column shows that
the current operation is analyzing. When the analysis is completed, the "Next" button will
appear, click the button to enter the next step — My Uploads tab. If there is a problem with
the file, the Analysis Status column will display the "Analysis Error" prompt, and the "Check"
button will be displayed under the Operation column, click to view the details.



My Uploads
o Status
Corresponds to the current upload status of the task
o

Task ID
Corresponds to the task number assigned to the task

o

Scene Name
Corresponds to the name of the scene under the project

o

Layer
Corresponding to the layer name under the scene

o

Progress
Displays the upload progress of the current task

o

Speed
Shows the speed at which the upload is ongoing

o

Start Time
The time that the upload starts

For the current progress of 100% of the task, right-click on the task and the user can start
the upload and stop the upload operations.

For the task that is currently being submitted, right-click on the task and the user can stop
the upload and delete task operations.

When the file is analyzed completely, click "Next" and proceeds to My Uploads tab. When
the upload progress is 100%, the task automatically proceeds to the Render Task tab.


Render Tasks
o Project
Corresponds to the project to which the task belongs
o

Task ID
Corresponds to the task number assigned to the task

o

Scene Name
Corresponds to the name of the scene under the project

o

Layer
Corresponding to the layer name under the scene

o

Status
Corresponds to the current render status of the task

o

Rendering∣Done∣Waiting∣Aborted∣Failed
The number of frame under each status for each individual task

o

Charge
The cost of the task

o

Task Type
There are 2 task types: Global Illumination (GI) and Final Image (FI)

o

Start Time
Corresponds to the time at which the task begins to render

o

Priority
Corresponding task priority

o

Timeout Warning
The render time of the task exceeds the set render time in the parameter
setting, the task ID will be marked as yellow.

o

Remark
User comments on the render task

Under this tab, right-click on the current task to perform the following operations such as
refresh the task list, start the task, full speed render, stop the task, resubmit failed frame,
clone task, start download, open file location, show frame details, set parent task, filter
failed frame and delete the task.

Full Speed Render
If the current task requires to full speed the task manually, after the submission, a green
color stop will be shown in status. Right-click on the current task, select “Full speed render”
in order to continue rendering the task at full speed.

Clone Task
Select the cloning task, there will be a confirmation of whether to clone the chosen task,
after confirming the action by clicking “OK”, it will once again prompt the rendering settings
window and reset again the rendering parameters for the new cloned task.

Show Frame Details
The user can check the rendering status of each frame for the current task, the start and
end time and time of each frame, and the cost of each frame.

Set Parent Task
After the parent task is set, the task is automatically rendered when its parent task
completes.
Filter Failed Frame
The user can view the tasks that have failed frames in the whole rendering tasks.

For the current failed task, right-click to refresh the task list, start the task, resubmit the
failed frame, show the frame details, filter the failed frame and delete the task.

For the current stop task, right-click, the user can refresh the task list, start the task,
resubmit the failed frame, clone the task, start the download, open the saved location, show
the frame details, set the parent task, filter the failed frame and delete the task operation.

For tasks that are done, right-click, the user can refresh tasks list, resubmit the failed frame,

clone, download the task, open the saved location, show the frame details, filter the failed
frames and delete task operations.

For the task that shows a green color stop status, right-click, the user can refresh the task
list, start the task, full speed rendering, resubmit the failed frame, clone the task, start the
download, open the saved location, show the frame details, filter the failed frame and
delete the task operation.



My Downloads
o

Status
Corresponds to the current download status of the task

o

Priority
Corresponding task priority

o

Project
Corresponds to the project to which the task belongs

o

Task ID
Corresponds to the task number assigned to the task

o

Scene Name
Corresponds to the name of the scene under the project

o

Layer
Corresponding to the layer name under the scene

o

Progress
Displays the download progress of the current task

o

Speed
Shows the speed at which the download is ongoing

o

Start Time
The time that the download starts

o

End Time
The time that the download ends

Under this tab, right-click on the current task to perform the following operations such as
refresh the task, start the download, stop the download, delete the task, adjust the priority
for the task, open the download folder and copy output directory cmd.
Priority
Able to set the priority for the current task with 3 options: High, Medium and Low

Under Render Tasks tab, for the render task which is already done (completed the
rendering), right-click on that task and click “Start download” to download the finished task
to the output directory. The user can check the download progress under My Downloads
tab.
Under My Downloads tab, right click on the current download task to perform the following
operations such as refresh the task list, stop the download, delete the task, adjust the
priority, open the download folder and copy the output directory cmd.

Part ➁
On this search tab on the taskbar, the user can fill in the keywords to perform the
search filter operation. The keyword type includes: Task ID, Project Name, Scene
Name, Artist and Submit Account.

Part ➂
Press the “Statistics” button to view the current statistic for each status.

Part ➃
Click “Contact us” to contact our 24/7 online customer service for support.
Click “Web monitor” to enter the web version of the task monitoring system.

System Setting
General Setting


Sign In Setting
Check “Auto sign in” to allow the user to automatically log in to the client when the
computer is on, the login parameters will be the same as the login window.



Common Setting
o

Enable scene parameter modification
When the file has been analyzed in the analysis list, click on the next step,
it will pop up the rendering parameters setting window.
Maya Task
The user can set the render camera, resolution, rendering frame number,
priority test frame and multi-region tile rendering.
3ds Max Task
The common parameter setting section, which the user can set the output,
render camera, resolution, frame, channel and multi-region tile rendering
options. Click “Advance” to set the render timeout warning.

Under VRay Setting, there are Global Illumination and Irradiance Map, by
which the primary and secondary engine of Global Illumination and the
mode of Irradiance Map can be set.

o

Stop task after submitting (Only for Maya)
When this option is checked, after submission, an orange color stop will be
shown in status.

o

Auto download while rendering
When the submitted task has finished rendering, the client will download
the task automatically, the downloaded task can be seen at My Downloads
tab.

o

Specify layer rendering (Only for Maya)
When the analysis is complete, the layer is automatically split into multiple

task submissions and rendered using the default parameters.
At this point after the submission, the system will use the default settings,
there will be no setting prompt window. After the analysis is complete, the
user needs to modify the layer rendering parameters and submit them
manually.
When the file has been analyzed in the analysis list and stated the analysis
is done, layered submission, click on the next step, it will prompt the layered
submission window. The user can set the render frame and priority render
frame, select the full speed mode and multi-region tile rendering settings.
(Apply to all layers)



Language
The system is available in Chinese, English and Japanese.



Analysis Timeout
When the time taken for analysis is longer than the time set, the task will
automatically stop, proceed to the next scene to continue analysis.



Render Timeout
When the time taken for the rendering of a specific frame is longer than the time
set, the task ID will be marked as yellow.



Drag & Drop Setting
Setting Type

Description

Show project selection
dialog when dragging task
Set default project, project
selection dialog will not
appear

Choose either one option

Setting Type

Description

Project

Select the project to which the task belongs.

Software

Select the software and software version used by the
task.

Project Setting


Maya
Setting Type



Description

Local Setting

Set the local output directory for the task (The user must set the
project directory when the material path in the scene file is a relative
path).

Software
Configuration

The user can modify existing plugin configurations or add new
plugins. Select the software version, plugin name and save the newly
added software and plugin configuration.

3ds Max
Setting Type

Description

Local Setting

Set the local output directory for the task.

Software
Configuration

The user can modify existing plugin configurations or add new
plugins. Select the software version, plugin name and save the newly
added software and plugin configuration.

Network Setting


Upload Speed
Allow the user to control the upload speed



Download Speed
Allow the user to control the download speed



Transmission Engine
There are multiple engine platforms to choose from Rayvision, Aspera, Rayvision
Safe, Typhoon. After switching the engine, the client needs to restart to take effect.



Select Line
Available lines are HKCT (Hong Kong), SGCT (Singapore), INCT (India), GECT
(Germany) and CACT (California, USA).

Plan


Add Plan
Select the time scope of the task execution, then click “Add” to add a new
scheduled plan. (Shut down operation requires to meet 3 conditions in order to
take effect: 1. No waiting or analyzing task. 2. No uploading task. 3. All download
completed.)

Operating Procedures


Maya

1. Open the client, enter the user name and password, sign in to the client.
2. Drag the Maya file that the user wants to render to the client.
3. Create a new project or use the default project, and configure the corresponding
software version and plugin.
4. After the analysis is done, click "Next" to pop up the parameter setting interface.
5. Confirm the rendering parameters again and click "Submit".
6. The client will automatically upload the file (The progress can be viewed under My
Uploads tab), after the upload is completed, the rendering operation will start.
7. After the rendering is complete, right-click on the task, click "Show frame details"
to preview the finished rendering picture.
8. Go to My Downloads tab, right-click on the task, click "Open folder" to view the
pictures that have been downloaded to the local.


3ds Max

1. Open the client, enter the user name and password, sign in to the client.
2. Drag the 3ds Max file that the user wants to render to the client.
3. Create a new project or use the default project, and configure the corresponding
software version and plugin. (At this point, the client will automatically analyze the
file.)
4. After the analysis is done, click "Next" to pop up the parameter setting interface.
5. Confirm the rendering parameters again and click "Submit".
6. The client will automatically upload the file (The progress can be viewed under My

Uploads tab), after the upload is completed, the rendering operation will start.
7. After the rendering is complete, right-click on the task, click "Show frame details"
to preview the finished rendering picture.
8. Go to My Downloads tab, right-click on the task, click "Open folder" to view the
pictures that have been downloaded to the local.
The
video
tutorial
can
be
viewed
(http://www.foxrenderfarm.com/download.html).

on

our

official

website.

